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THE STABILITY OF POSITIVE SEMIGROUPS ON Lp SPACES

LUTZ WEIS

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. For a positive semigroup Tt on LP(Q, m) with generator A , the

growth bound of (Tt) equals the spectral bound of A . In particular, if s(A) <

0 , the mild solutions of the Cauchy problem u' = Au are asymptotically stable.

1. Introduction

Let Tt be a Co-semigroup on a Banach space X with generator A. The

spectral bound s (A) is defined by

s(A) = sup{ReA : X G a(A)}

and the growth bound co(Tt) of (T,) is given by

cu = infiw : supe-wt\\Tt\\ < 001.
I i>0 J

If dimX < oo the classical result of Liapunov states that s(A) = co(Tt) and

this implies that the solutions u(t) = Ttxo of the Cauchy problem

u'(t) = Au(t),        w(0) = x0

are asymptotically stable if s(A) < 0. If dimX = oo it may happen that

s(A) < œ(Tt), even if X is a Hubert space or T, is a positive semigroup
on a Banach function space (see, e.g., [8, A-IV.l]). On the other hand, it is

known that s(A) — oj(Tt) if (Tt) is a positive semigroup on one of the spaces
L2(íí, m), L,(Í2, m), or C(K) (see [8, C-IV 1.1], [3, 9.1], and the references
to the original papers of Gearhart, Derndinger, Greiner, and Nagel given there),

where (Q, m) is a cr-finite measure space.

Apparently, the question whether every positive semigroup Tt on a space

LP(Q, m) satisfies co(Tt) — s(A) remained an open problem (cf. [8, C IV. 1.1],
[3, 9.1], [1]) although there are some partial results under additional assump-

tions on Tt ; e.g., it is already known that s (A) = (o(Tt) if (Tt) is an analytical
semigroup ([8, A-IV 1.14]), if the semigroup operates on all Lq(Q, m) spaces
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for 1 < q < oo ([10], [8, C-IV-1.1]), if the resolvent of A satisfies some addi-
tional growth estimates [6], or if A is a differential operator with constant, real

coefficients ([4]).

In this paper we prove that no additional assumptions are needed:

Theorem. Let (Tt) be a positive co-semigroup on Lp(Q,m), 1 <p < oo, with

generator A. Then the spectral bound s(A) equals the growth bound co(Tt).

In particular, in this situation s(A) < 0 implies that all mild solutions of the

Cauchy problem (1) are asymptotically stable. A partial result in this direction

that does not depend on positivity is contained in [9].

We prove the theorem in §2 using a recent spectral mapping theorem of La-

tushkin and Montgomery-Smith ([7], see Lemma 1 below) and an extrapolation

theorem for positive operators on Lp ([11], see Lemma 2 below).

I would like to thank the referee and Bernd Straub for pointing out an over-

sight in the first draft of the paper.

2. Proof of the theorem

Our proof uses the following recent result of Latushkin and Montgomery-

Smith.

Lemma 1 ([7]). Let Tt be a Co-semigroup on a Banach space X. For 1 <p < oo

put Y = LP(R, X) and define the semigroup St on Y by

Stf(s) = Tl(f(s-t)),        s£R,

for f £Y. Then the spectral bound s(B) of the generator B of S, equals the

growth bound of (Tt) on X.

Proof. Combine 2.5 of [7] and [8, A IV 1.11].   o

According to Lemma 1, it remains to show that a positive semigroup T, on

X = LP(Q, m) with generator A satisfies s(B) < s(A). This can be shown

directly for p = 1 (see Lemma 3 below) and the case of general p will be

reduced to p = 1 with the help of the following extrapolation result.

Lemma 2 ([11, Theorem 2.1]). Let R be a positive linear operator on Lp(il, m),

1 <p < oo.

Then there is a density g with 0 < g £ L\(Çl, m) such that the operator

pRp~x extends to a bounded linear operator on all spaces Lq(Q, g dm), 1 <

q < oo, where p : Lp(il, m) —> Lp(£l, gdm) is the isometry p(f) = f'• g~xlp .

Furthermore, for all 1 < q < oo

\\PRP~ \\Lq(ii,gdm) < 2||i?||L;i(£i>m).

Lemma 3. Let Tt be a positive semigroup on L = Lx(Çl, m) with generator

A. Put Y = L\(R,L) and let B be the generator of the semigroup (Stf)(s) =

Tt(f(s-t)) on Y. Then s(B) = s(A) and for all X with X>s(A)

\\R(X,B)\\Y<\\R(X,A)\\L.

This is also true if B denotes the generator of the semigroup (Stf)(s) =
W(s + t)).
Proof. By [3, 7.4], the integral /0°° e~XtTtxdt exists as norm convergent im-

proper Bochner integral for all X > s(A) and x £ X+ . By Fubini's theorem we
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get for all T < oo :

/  e-kt\\Ttx\\Ldt= [    [  e-XtTt(x)dt
Jo Ja [Jo

For f £Y+ and a fixed t > 0 we have

/oo
\\Ttf(s-t)\\Lds =

-oo

(w)dm(w)< \\R(X,A)x\\

fJ — (

K, 7> -1) dt

Tt(f(s-t))ds

rt(F)\\

where F = J^°oof(s)ds is a Bochner integral in L with \\F\\L = ||/||y . With

the first estimate we get for X > s (A)
I    />oo />oo

||Ä(A,J?)/||y=    /    *-"St/</ï     </    e-k'\\Tt(F)\\dt
\\Jo \\y    Jo

= \\R(X,A)F\\<\\R(X,A)\\L.\\f\\.

Since R(X,B) is positive, we have, for general f £ Y, \\R(X, B)f\\ <
\\R(X, B)\f\ ||, and the first claim follows. This proof can easily be adopted

to the case (Stf)(s) = T,(f(s + t)).   O

Proof of the theorem. Step 1: An extrapolation argument. A moment's reflection

shows that it is sufficient to prove that s (A) < 0 implies that co(Tt) < 0. Using

the extrapolation Lemma 2 we can assume that (il, m) is finite and that the

positive operator R(0, A) on LP(Q, m) extend to bounded linear operators

Rq(0) on all Lq(Sl, m), 1 < q < oo, in the sense that Rq(0)f = Rp(0, A)f
for f £ Lq(£l, m)n LP(Q, m). Furthermore,

(1) ll^(0)|| < 2||*(0,¿)||L
For Rq(0) : Lq(Q, m) -+ Lq(Q, m) defined by Rq(0) = Rq.(0)*,  \ + jr =
1, 1 < q < oo, we have

Rq(0)f = R(0,A*)f   for f£Lq(ü,m) DLpl(Q, m),

where A* is the generator of T* on Lpl (Q, m),   _- + X = 1 . Indeed, for all

f£Lqn Lp, and g £ Lq, n Lp we have (g, Rq(0)f) = (g, R(0, A*)f) if and
only if (Rq*(0)g, f) = (R(0, A)g, f). Since Tt is a positive semigroup, it is
well known that for all X > 0

0 < R(X, A)<R(0,A),        0 < R(X, A*) < R(0, A*)

and for all X with ReX > 0

\R(X, A)\ < R(0, A),        \R(X,A*)\< R(0, A*)

where \S\ is the modulus of a regular operator S on Lp (see, e.g., [7]). Hence

there are extensions Rq(X) : Lq(£l, m) -* Lq(Çl, m) of R(X, A) and Rq(X) :
Lq(Çl, m) -» Lq(Çl, m) of R(X, A*) for ail 1 < q < oo and ReÀ > 0, such

that the functions X -> Rq(X), X -* Rq(X) satisfy the resolvent equation on

{X : ReX > 0} . But Ri(X) may not be the resolvent of a positive semigroup on

Li(Q, m). To get around this we use the Yosida approximations

Afl = p2R(p, A)- pi, Tf = exp(tAß),

If, = p2R(p ,A*)-pI,       7? = exp(i^)
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(p > 0, t > 0) of A on Lp(Çl, m) and A* on Lpi(Çl, m). These operators
satisfy:

(i) s(Aß)<0 and for ReA > 0 we have R(X, Aß) = ^rk + (^-ß)2R(-^-k, A).

(ii) For œ > co(Tt) there is a constant D < oo such that for p>2a>

(2) ||77% < De20*.

Analogous statements hold for ^ and rf on LP'(Q, m). Indeed, (i) holds

since the resolvent equation for R(X, A) implies

(XI-A,)] -^ I+ÍJL-YrÍJH-,
v "'   p + X       \p + Xj      \p + X'

-^ , a) - R(ß, A) - -¿^R (-^ ,
p + X [   \p + X'   J p + X    \p + X

= 7.

To see (ii) choose a constant D < oo with

\\Tt\\<Dewt,        (X-w)n\\R(X,A)"\\Lp<D

for all t > 0, X > w , and n £ N. From the definition of Aß and Tf we get
for p>2co

1
ir/^^-^-iVl^/^r

n=0

oo     - •        2     \ "

fV   —     7J><7>exp<e-»'Y-.tn[ D<Dexp{-^t)<De2co1.
.u-wn=0 xr^ x^

By replacing i?(yU, ̂ 4) by Rq(p) and /?(//, ^4*) by Rq(p) we can extend the op-

erators Aß, Aft and Tß, Tf to bounded operators ^A,g, ^,? and r/*'9, rf'?
on Lq(il, m) for all 1 < q < oo . Since the proof of (i) only used the resolvent

equation, we get in the same way for q = 1

s(Aß!i)<0,       R(0,Aflti) = ±- + Ri(0),

(3) 1
s(AM,i)<0,       R(0,Aßii) = - + Rl(0).

P

For simplicity we now drop the index q and distinguish the various extensions

by context.

Step 2: Resolvent-estimates for the evolutionary semigroups. Consider now Yq =

Lq(R, Lq(Çl, m)), 1 < q < oo, and define for p>0,t>0, and f £ Yq

S?f(s) = T?(f(s-t)),       S£R,

Sf/(j) = Tf(/(i-M)),        S£R.

For every p > 0, (Sf)t>o and (Sf)t>o define positive co-semigroups on Yq,

1 < q < oo , and w*-semigroups on y^ with generators

(Bflf)(s) = -f'(s) + Afl(f(s)),        S£R,

(Bftf)(s) = +f'(s) = Äft(f(s)),       s£R,
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with D(Bft) = D(Bft) - {f £Yq: f exists, a.e., and /' G Yq} , respectively. If

we think of Yoo as a subspace of Yx , then (Sf )*, the dual of Sf : Yi -+ Yi in

Yx , is an extension of Sf : Y^ —> Y^. Furthermore, (Bß)* is the weak-u;*-

generator of (Sf )* and Bß is the part of (Bß)* in Y^ . Hence

(4) R(X,Bß) = R(X,Bxy\Yao

for all X £ p(Bß\Yi) (see, e.g., [5, 14.3]).

We now apply Lemma 3 to each semigroup Tf and rf on L = Li (Q, m)
and obtain for ReX > 0

\\R(X,Bß)\\Yl < \\R(0, Bft)\\Yl < \\R(0, Aß)\\L,

\\R(X, Bß)\\Yl < \\R(0, Bß)\\h < \\R(0, A~ß)\\L.

From (1), (3), and (4) we obtain for p > 1, ReX > 0

||ü(A,^)||r1<J+2p(0,^)||í, = C,

\\R(X, Bß)\\Yoo < \\R(X,Bß)\\Yi < 1 + 2||Ä(0, ^)||L. = C.

Since Aß is a bounded operator on Lq(Sl, m), we have s(Bß\Yq) = s(Aß\Lq) <

0 for all 1 < q < oo. For the complex interpolation method we have

[Yoo,Y\]\iP = Yp. This follows from [2, Theorem 5.1.2], the inclusions

7-4(1, Loctfí)) C Too C Loo(l x Q), and the identities Yp ~ LP(R x ÇI) for
1 < p < oo. Interpolating in the scale Yq we obtain for all p > 1 and Re A > 0

that

(5) \\R(X,Bß)\\Yp<C.

Step 3: The spectral bound of Bß . Now we want to show that R(X, Bß) con-

verges for p -» oo to the resolvent of the co-semigroup

(Stf)(s) = Tt(f(s-t)),        S£R,

on Yp , whose generator B is the closure of

B0f(s) = -f'(s) + A(f(s)),        seR.

D(B0) = {/ G Yp : f £ LP(D(A)) and /' exists, a.e., with /' G Yp} .
For p>2w we therefore get from (2) that

(6) ii^imi^ii^^2-'.
Hence, for a k with Re A > 2>w and / e Yp the Bochner integral

/•OO

(R(X,B)f)(.)=        e-XtTt(f(.-t))dt
Jo

exists in Yp and with (6)

\\R(X,B)f-R(X,Bß)f\\Yp

<
/•OO    /     /-OO \   Í/P

I \l o0[e~^Tt{f{s-t))-T"f{s-t)^]pds)  dt

/■oo /   poo \ 1/P

y    e-w'[j     We-^'T^As^-e-^'T^mWdsj     dt
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for p —> oo by Lebesgue's convergence theorem since Ttß(x) -* Tt(x) for all

t > 0 and x g Lp(Çl, m) (see, e.g., [5, 12.3]).
By (5) and Vitali's theorem ([5, 3.14.1]) the limits

RJ= lim R(X,Bß)f,        f£Yp,
fi—>oo

exist for all X with ReX > 0 and define an operator function X £ C+ —►

Rx £ B(YP) with \\Rx\\ < C and satisfying the resolvent equation. By (7)
Rx = R(X, B) for Re X > w and since R¿ satisfies the resolvent equation, we

have Im Rx = D(B), KerRx = {0} for all Re A > 0. By analytic continuation
Rx = R(X, B) for all X with ReX > 0.

In particular, s(B\Yp) < 0 and we can appeal to Lemma 1 to get co(Tt) <
0.    D
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